Abstract: Navigated TMS mapping of cortical muscle representations allows noninvasive assessment of the 11 state of a healthy or diseased motor system and monitoring its change with time. These applications are 12 hampered by the heterogeneity of existing mapping algorithms and the lack of detailed information about their 13 accuracy. We aimed to find an optimal motor evoked potential (MEP) sampling scheme in the grid-based 14 mapping algorithm in terms of the accuracy of muscle representation parameters. The APB muscles of eight 15 healthy subjects were mapped three times on consecutive days using a seven-by-seven grid with ten stimuli 
Introduction

27
Mapping cortical motor representations of muscles using navigated transcranial magnetic stimulation 28 (nTMS) is a valuable noninvasive method providing information about the motor system that is useful for 29 research and clinical purposes [1] [2] [3] . Its ability to localize motor eloquent cortical areas has found successful 30 applications in preoperative planning [4, 5] . Additionally, a growing body of literature is concerned with the use 31 of nTMS mapping for assessing the state of the motor system and its plastic changes during learning of new 32 skills [6] [7] [8] [9] , in neurological diseases, such as stroke [10] , dystonia [11] , spinal cord injury [12, 13] , amyotrophic 33 lateral sclerosis [14] , as well as in the course of treatment [15] . For identifying the possibly subtle differences 34 in motor maps, it is essential to make the method precise and reliable. Meanwhile, the high variability of motor 35 evoked potentials (MEPs), on which the TMS-maps are based, makes the accurate estimation of representation 36 parameters challenging [16] [17] [18] .
37
The interpretation of the results of TMS mapping is complicated by the lack of a standard protocol and the 38 existence of a wide variety of approaches to the mapping procedure, the selection of the studied muscle 39 representation parameters and methods of their calculation [10, 19] . One of the most frequently used approaches 40 is based on a predefined grid of cortical points with application of a fixed number of stimuli at each point 41 [20, 21] . The studies using this method are heterogeneous in terms of the number of grid cells, their size and the 42 number of stimuli per cell [10, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Given the high variability of MEPs, the number of stimuli per cell is an 43 important factor influencing the accuracy of the representation parameters [20, 26] .
44
The reproducibility of muscle representation parameters and their stability in the absence of interventions 45 is one of the key aspects for the application of navigated TMS motor mapping for research and clinical purposes 46 [16, 27] . The studies conducted to date have obtained divergent results with regard to the intraclass correlation 47 coefficient (ICC) for various parameters of cortical representations, ranging from 0.36 to 0.89 [16, 24, 27] . A 48 number of approaches to reducing the variability of muscle representation parameters have been proposed, such 49 as neuronavigation by an individual structural MRI for improving the repeatability of coil placement and 50 orientation [28, 29] and taking into account the individual topography and morphology of the cerebral cortex 51 [30] [31] [32] . Another promising research direction is the brain-state dependent stimulation based on combining 52 EEG and TMS in real time to align the stimulus times with EEG features, such as the μ-rhythm phase [33] .
53
A general approach to dealing with the trial-to-trial variability of MEPs is averaging multiple 54 measurements [34, 35] . In agreement with probability theory, the accuracy of some muscle representation 55 parameters has been reported to increase with the number of stimuli used during the mapping [20] . However, 56 comprehensive knowledge of this dependence for all the common parameters is lacking, and it is unknown 57 whether the increase in the accuracy saturates (reaches a plateau) after a certain number of stimuli. This is 58 important for estimating the payoff in the quality of the data that a researcher obtains from investing the 59 subject's and operator's time and effort into the detailed mapping of muscle representations.
60
Another open question regarding the averaging approach is whether it can reduce to an arbitrary degree 61 the session-to-session variability of muscle representation parameters in the absence of interventions. Averaging 62 makes the parameters closer to their exact mean (expected) values in a given session, and these values will not 63 necessarily be the same in a different session. Thus, it is important to test whether the variations of muscle 64 representation parameters between sessions can be fully explained by the trial-to-trial MEP variability within a 65 session and can thus be controlled by sufficient sampling of MEPs. An alternative scenario is the existence of 66 systematic between-session changes of the MEP probability distributions, which cannot be influenced by the 67 sampling scheme.
68
The existing data analysis methods in TMS mapping differ in their definitions of muscle representation 69 parameters. The area of a representation mapped using the grid-based method has been defined as the total area 70 of the cells with at least one suprathreshold MEP out of three stimuli [22] [17, 36, 37] . Recently, a more advanced minimum-norm estimation procedure has been proposed [38] .
74
There is a need for research comparing the statistical properties of these definitions of the representation area.
75
This can help develop guidelines for selecting an appropriate definition, possibly depending on the particular 76 TMS mapping application.
77
The purpose of the present study was to determine the influence of the TMS mapping and data processing 78 algorithms on the accuracy of estimating muscle representation parameters. Using a grid-based mapping 79 approach, we studied the effect of MEP sampling, i.e. the size of the stimulation grid and the number of stimuli 80 per cell, on the within-session accuracy and between-session variation of the muscle representation 81 characteristics. We tested whether the between-session parameter changes could be explained by the within-82 session MEP variability. Additionally, we investigated the impact of the data analysis methods by comparing 83 several alternative definitions of the representation area, weighted area and center of gravity (COG) 
92
The navigated TMS mapping was performed using the NBS eXimia Nexstim stimulator (Finland). We 93 used a figure-of-eight biphasic coil with a diameter of 50 mm to deliver stimuli with a 280 μs duration. The 94 maximum value of the estimated induced electric field in the cortex was 199 V/m. The electromyographic 95 (EMG) activity of the studied muscles was recorded using skin pregelled disposable electrodes (Neurosoft, 96 Russia). A suprathreshold MEP was defined as an EMG response having a peak-to-peak amplitude greater than 97 or equal to 50 μV in the interval from 15 to 30 ms after the stimulus. The individual resting motor threshold 98 (RMT) was defined as the minimum intensity of stimulation for which five out of ten stimuli produced 99 suprathreshold MEPs. The stimulation intensity during the mapping was set to 110% of the RMT.
100
Data from two experiments were employed for answering different research questions. 
172
The normalized (relative) bias was estimated by the following formula:
where is a muscle representation parameter (such as the area), 0 is the parameter value for the experimental 175 map, and ( ) is the mean parameter value over the maps generated by bootstrapping with a certain 176 number of stimuli per grid cell (ranging from one to ten).
178
Within-session variability of the area and weighted area
179
The within-session variability of muscle representation parameters was characterized by the coefficient of 180 variation (CV) of the parameter values for the maps generated by bootstrapping from a given experimental map:
where ( ) is the sample standard deviation for the bootstrapping-generated maps.
184
Between-session variability of the area and weighted area
185
The variability of muscle representation parameters between the three mapping sessions was characterized 186 by a variability index equal to one-half of the relative difference of the maximum and minimum values: averaged by 1000 triples of maps generated by bootstrapping from the three mapping sessions.
192
Sensitivity of the protocol to changes between sessions
193
The MEP amplitudes in the three mapping sessions were compared in a cell-by-cell manner. calculation were obtained without a grid in healthy subjects (13 maps for APB, 54 for EDC, and 54 for FDS).
243
There was no significant difference in the representation size between the muscles for every grid size (p>0.05, 
249
Visualization of TMS maps obtained with a stimulation grid
250
The mapping results from the grid-based experiment were visualized by representing each grid cell by a 251 square with the color defined by the fraction of the 10 stimuli that produced a suprathreshold MEP ( Fig. 2A ).
252
The muscle representations were generally composed of a region of varying size having a high probability of a 253 suprathreshold response (0.9 and above, colored yellow) and a surrounding area with an intermediate 254 probability (ranging from 0 to 0.9, colored green to dark violet). 
287
The within-session CVs were calculated using the same method as the biases and plotted depending on 288 number of stimuli per grid cell in the maps generated by bootstrapping (Fig. 4) . For all the parameters, the CV 289 significantly decreased with the number of stimuli per cell (p<0.001, Page's trend test for ordered alternatives).
290
The parameters having the smallest CVs were the area of the cells with at least one suprathreshold MEP and 291 the probability-weighted area.
292 
299
The probability-weighted area was characterized by the highest overall accuracy among the considered 300 definitions of the area and weighted area, having a negligible bias and a small CV. This parameter was selected 301 for further analysis of its sensitivity to the between-session map changes (section 3.6).
303
Between-session variability of the area and weighted area
304
The between-session variability index demonstrated a pattern similar to that of the within-session CV ( 
320
Sensitivity of the protocol to changes between sessions
321
The results of the amplitude comparisons for each grid cell between the first halves of pairs of sessions 322 and between the first and second halves of each session indicate that, on average, the number of significant 323 changes was greater between sessions than within a session (Fig. 2 B,C ).
324
The relationship between the within-session and between-session variability of the probability-weighted 325 area was characterized by calculating its probability distributions for the maps generated by boostrapping from 326 each session (Fig. 6) . Five of the eight subjects had a between-session distribution overlap of less than 0.05 in 327 at least one pair of sessions, indicating a significant difference in the probability-weighted area.
328
We quantified the ability to distinguish the values of the probability-weighted area between sessions using 329 the BICC, i.e. the intraclass correlation coefficient applied to the three parameter samples generated by 
343
Additionally, to compare the alternative definitions of the area and weighted area by their ability to find 344 significant differences between sessions at the individual level, we computed the BICC values for all the 345 parameters and all subjects (Fig. 7) . In five of the eight subjects, the highest BICC was shown by the probability-346 weighted area, and in the remaining three subjects -by the amplitude-weighted area.
347 348 
Discussion
369
We have studied the impact of the TMS mapping algorithm and data processing on the accuracy of 370 estimating muscle representation parameters. 
390
Visualization of TMS maps obtained with a stimulation grid
391
The mapping protocol used in this study produced samples of 10 MEP amplitudes from every grid cell in 
412
It should be stressed, however, that the choice of the parameters to focus on in a given study cannot be 413 based solely on their accuracy. Indeed, a parameter may be estimated very accurately, but show no effect in the 
437
The probability-weighted area has the highest overall accuracy among the area and weighted area variants. parameters [20, 26, 34, 36, 40, 47] , and their results may be considered to mean that any further increase in this 445 number is pointless. The obtained dependencies (Fig. 4) demonstrate that, although the slopes are largest in the 446 left parts of the curves, the errors continue to decrease for all the considered numbers of stimuli. Thus, a study 447 with a small effect size may benefit from a larger number of stimuli than the minimum one required for 448 reliability.
449
High parameter accuracy may be especially relevant to investigations of the changes in TMS maps 450 between two time points due to an intervention or spontaneous directed alteration such as disease progression.
451
In such a study, the measured change of a parameter is composed of (1) the constant mean effect of interest,
452 the random change in the mean parameter value between the sessions and (3) the within-session random errors.
453
The error terms (2) and (3) 
471
The relationships between the alternative area definitions were similar to those observed for the within-472 session CV, with two exceptions. First, the CV was smaller for the amplitude-weighted area than the area of 473 the cells with more than half suprathreshold MEPs, whereas their between-session variability indices were similar. Second, the between-session variability was higher for the probability-weighted area than the area of 
484
To reliably detect such changes at the level of individual subjects, the within-session variability should be small 485 compared to the between-session effect size. In the present study, we compared three mapping sessions without 486 any interventions between them. The changes in the probability-weighted area between the consecutive days 487 were shown to be greater than the within-session fluctuations. This suggests that the day-to-day changes in this 488
parameter cannot be fully explained by the inaccuracy produced by the trial-to-trial MEP amplitude variability. 
523
The number of the averaged amplitudes is the number of stimuli per cell , which was equal 524 to ten in our experimental maps and ranged from one to ten in the bootstrapping-generated maps. this number to be even (or odd), the dependence remains non-monotonic, with an initial increase followed by a 581 decrease. This pattern is explained by the fact that the area estimate is the sum of the contributions of each cell.
582
The first cell (with the suprathreshold MEP probability of 0.4) produces a mean area estimate that slowly 583 decreases with nstim ( Fig. 14B) , whereas the contribution of the second cell (having probability 0.7) shows a 584 faster increase with the number of stimuli (Fig. 14C) . The sum of these functions produces the complex 585 dependence of the total area bias shown in Fig. 14A . 
